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A set U c P(G) is called an ideal of G if and only if SP(U,U) = U. Clearly for any two points x,y e P(G) there is a least ideal U of G containing x and y. This is xy " obtained by applying successively the SP-operation: SF(x,j) = = SP(SP n " 1 (x.yJ.SP 11 -1 (x.yJ.SP* 1-1 (x,y)). We use the brief notation SU(x,y) instead of SP n (x,y) with a sufficient great value of n and mean by this that SU(x,y) = U . As xy one can easily see, G, complete subgraphs of G and the subgraphs of one point are ideals of G.
As well known, one can associate with each finite lattice H a directed graph, the Hasse diagram graph G^. In this paper we consider GJJ as a undirected graph. According to the properties of modular lattices (see e.g. [8] ), each ideal of GJJ is a convex sublattice of H. 
Let
Lemma
1.
Let M be a non-empty set. There exists th n a one-to-one correspondence between tolerance relations on M and r-coverings of M such that if T is a tolerance relation on M and M^ is the r-covering of M corresponding to T, then any two elements of M are in the relation T if and only if there exists a set from Ji^ which contains both of them.
The following theorem gives a basis for constructing compatible tolerance relations on graphs. Theorem 1. Let H be a finite modular lattice and M a r-covering of H. The binary relation R^ determined by M is a compatible tolerance on H if and only if R^ satisfies the following condition (A).
(A) aR^b and xR^y imply SU(a,x jR^SUlbjy). Remark. The notation SUfajxjR^SUfb.y) means that for any z e SU(a,x) there exists an element v e SU(b,y) such that zR^v and vice versa.
Proof. Let R^ be a compatible tolerance relation on H and we shall show that (A) holds for R^. According to {[2 F Thm.1]) we can assume that a & b and x sg y. As aTb and xTy, then a A xTb a y, and as H is modular, SU(a,x) = [a a x,a v x]. Thus, when q e SU(a,x), q ^ a ax» In particular, qTq and a a xTb a y imply that ql(b aj) v q, where (b A y) v q 6 [b a y,b v y]. So we can conclude that for any q e SU(a,x) there is an re SU(b,y) such that qTr. The part "vice versa" can be proved similarly.
Conversely, let R^ be a relation, which satisfies the condition (A), and we shall show that RJJ is a tolerance relation on = K being compatible with respect to the operations a and v on H. As Jl is a r-covering of H, R^ is reflexive and symmetric, and thus it remains to show the compatibility of R^.
Let aR^z; we shall show first that any two elements of SU(a,z) = [a a z,a v z] are in the relation R^. Let t,s t SU(a,z). Vie should show that tR^s. As the relations a and aR^ z hold, we obtain aR^SU(a,z), where -931 -a = SU(a,a), according to (A), and thus aR^ a a z. Similarly we can show that zR^SU(a,z), whence zR^ a a z. By combining these two relations according to (A), a a zR^SU^z).
Similarly one can show that a v zR^SU(a,z). As t e SU(a,z), tR^ a a z and tR^ a a z, from which it follows that tR^ SU(a a z,a v z), where s e SU(a a z,a v z). Hence also tR^s.
Let now aE^ b and xR^ y. According to the observation above, we may ass tune that a ^ b and x ¿s y. Thus Now we can define a tolerance relation T on a graph G compatible with respect to the SU-operation on G; T is briefly called a SU-tolerance on G. Let M be a r-covering of PIG > and H^y the tolerance relation determined by JU on ?(G). RJJ is a SU-tolerance on G if and only if R^ satisfies the condition (A).
One can now apply mappings generated by compatible tolerances to graphs as defined for algebras by Cha,ida, Uiederle and Zelinka in [l], The mappings generated by SU-tolerances on graphs seem to be fruitful when considering applications of mappings. Another interesting point is to determine when the tolerance relations compatible with respect to P on graphs (briefly P-tolerances) defined by Zelinka in [9] are also SU-tolerances. In the next theorem we consider this problem.
In a given graph G, f x = {z | (z,x) e Lie)}. A tolerance relation R on ?(G) is a /""-tolerance whenever it holds: if aRb then TaRTb. -933 -As shown in [7] , the ideals of a graph constitute a lattice $£(G), where the least ideal is the empty set. The set intersection of two ideals U and W of a graph G is always an ideal of G or the empty set. This ideal is obviously the greatest ideal of G contained in U and W and thus the meet in $£(&) coincides with the set intersection. As G is the greatest ideal of G and the set of ideals of G is finite, there is also a join for any two U,W We shall say that a graph G has a decomposition into direct summands if and only if there is a point a e P(G) such that in W(G) the sublattice [a,Gj has such a decomposition and for any two x,y e P(G), x,y t a, and x £ y, SU(x,a) t SU(y,a).
The graph of Figure 1 shows that there are graphs that have a decomposition into direct (non-trivialJ summands without being Hasse diagrams of a lattice. Thus the extension of the direct sum decomposition for graphs is essential. Figure 1 
